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radio station in Ottawa, Ontario. The station broadcasts on

93.5 FM at 580 watts and is owned by Bell Media. The station
originally started out as a rock station and was named Choice

FM, adopting its current slogan in 2013. In May 2019, the
station rebranded as 93.5 The Bounce, bringing the station
into line with other Bell Media FM stations. History In 1974,

radio station CFDR in Carleton Place, Ontario was sold to Ron
Maxwell and his company Max Broadcasting and a new FM

station, CFCF-FM, was licensed for the community. The CFDR
call letters were purchased by station owner Donald

Mannheimer and the new station started playing a mix of top
40 hits, with an emphasis on Bon Jovi, Chicago, and Journey (as

well as other old school rockers). With the rock music, other
radio stations in the Ottawa area (like CFDR) couldn't compete
and the new station was successful, broadcasting from 11 AM

to midnight. In 1977, Ron Maxwell adopted the CJRT call letters
and CFCF-FM became CJRT-FM; the station switched to an adult

contemporary format and was successful. In the mid-1980s,
CFCF-FM changed call letters to CFAM-FM, adopted its current
slogan, "Just For Men," and would become a music station for
men. In 1986, CFAM-FM rebranded itself as "M-93", and later,

"M-100". The station gained new call letters, CHAM-FM, in
1993; and the slogan changed to "Mighty 93.5". The station
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was the first Canadian radio station to simulcast all morning
shows on a sister radio station; in 1993, it was "M-100 Plus,"

and by 1994, "M-93.5 Plus." The station's call letters were
changed to CHAM-FM 6d1f23a050
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